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A JOURNALIST ASKING FOR A QUOTE ... 

 “How far are computers 

from overtaking human 

intelligence?”



“THIS IS NOT WHAT WE DO...”

 But: what do we do, really?

 [I have been running a workshop for 

past 3 years in Bristol to try and 

frame these issues differently]

 “Modelling Cognitive Behaviour” 

series.



MAKING CHOICES

 There are things in the world that make choices, 

in order to pursue their goals. 

 These choices are driven by information they 

gather,  as well as by their goals. 

 Some of these things can improve with time, 

or adapt to changing environments.

 Some may even make plans, 

to achieve complex goals in adversarial 

situations.

 These are what I call today “cognitive agents”.



 Some Examples of 

Adaptive Goal Driven Behaviour



A SIMPLE NICHE

 A very simple cell in a oceanic vent might be able 

to rely on a constant supply of energy, much like 

a parasite cell does. 

 This would not need much information 

processing capability, but it would be unable to 

cope with change, or to exploit new 

environments, or variable environments. 

 Competition (and evolution) would happen in the 

direction of energetic efficiency, etc.



COGNITIVE NICHE

 A cell capable of responding to different situations 

with the appropriate actions, can colonise niches that 

are simply not accessible to others. 

 Consider one that can exploit just 2 simple 

environment.

 This would require the capability to sense the state of 

the environment and choose the appropriate 

responses (e.g., fermentation or respiration? 

Sporulation or normal life cycle? Fructose or lactose?)

 Competition (and evolution) can then happen in the 

direction of better decision making.

 This is what I call the cognitive niche.



THE VALUE OF INFORMATION

 Parasitic versions of  bacteria have smaller 

genomes that their free-living counterparts

 Entire metabolic pathways are lost, those 

producing resources that are either obtained from 

the host, or not needed in that stable 

environment. (see various versions of Chlamydia)



THE LAC OPERON

 E. coli can produce specific enzymes to digest different 
kinds of sugar… (decision making)

 Lactose is digested by β-galactosidase protein

 Intracellular regulatory protein called the lactose 
repressor to hinder production of β-galactosidase (in 
the absence of lactose it is not produces). 

 In the presence of lactose, a lactose metabolite called 
allolactose, binds to the repressor, causing a change 
in its shape  unable to bind and repress  β-
galactosidase is produced. 

 Internal representation of a state of the environment: 
encoded in the shape of repressor proteins !
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COGNITIVE NICHE

 There are various levels of environmental 

complexity, and increasingly sophisticated 

sensing / information-processing may enable cells 

(or higher organisms) to colonise them.

 There is always room at the top...

 A completely random environment would not be 

exploitable. But this is a matter of degree: for too 

simple a cell, a complex environment is the same 

as a random one.



COGNITIVE NICHE

 Complex organisms have been evolving for 

billions of years.

 Some have evolved eyes, brains, nerves, in order 

to process information faster and better (in 

animals, probably driven by predation).

 But complex decision making is found also in 

cells, plants, and other „brain-less‟ agents.

 Certainly intelligence did not arise with humans, 

or with language, or with logical reasoning, or 

with consciousness.



EVOLUTION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING







COGNITIVE BEHAVIOUR

 It can be very misleading to define intelligence in 

terms of human behaviour (and hence typically 

using language or logic as a criterion).

 This is something that emerged in just one 

species, very recently in evolution, and – while 

interesting – does not constitute the only 

instance or type of intelligence.



A WORKING DEFINITION

 In order to avoid philosophical minefields, we will 

rely on a practical working definition for this 

talk.

 We are interested in the behaviour of an agent 

pursuing a goal in an environment that cannot be 

fully controlled by it. It should be able to make 

choices, respond to the state of the environment, 

learn the best actions, possibly make plans. It 

should be robust to change.

 Autonomous goal-seeking adaptive robust ....



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

 Many artificial systems meet this definition.



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

 The best examples are seen on the web:

 Google

 Amazon

 ...

 Also some robotic systems exist with these 

properties.







MACHINE INTELLIGENCE

 To the journalist on the phone we should say that 

we are already surrounded by intelligent 

machines. They exist and we use them every day.

 Where do we stand today, in the quest for 

machine intelligence? How we got here? Where 

are we going next?



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE – 1947 AD

 We can appreciate 

how far we have come

if we take a look 

from the position

of Alan M. Turing

who first proposed

machines could display

intelligent behaviour....





MACHINE INTELLIGENCE – 1947 AD

A first, not human-centric, 

version of his famous test

(originally done on chess algorithms 

– without language)

A bit like hypothesis testing: 

can I explain the behaviour 

in simple mechanical terms?



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE – 1958 AD



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE – 2010 AD

 Today: we trust machines 

to make choices for us in terms of 

 Filtering our mail 

 Recommending products, books, news

 Planning Journeys

 ...

 (shooting down aircraft?)

 ...



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE 2010 AD

 From the more “practical” side, machines can perform 
human activities (not that this is a definition of 
intelligence, but sure it is useful)

 Machines today can do 

 Machine translation

 Speech recognition

 Information retrieval

 Handwriting recognition

 Gene finding

 Face detection

 ...

 Surely this would have satisfied the criteria of 1947 
or 1958



THE STATE OF THE ART

 A lot of this progress has happened very recently

 A lot has happened after researchers abandoned 

the attempt to replicate human mental processes

 This is an interesting story



BUILDING INTELLIGENT MACHINES

 For a long time the dominant perspective has 

been that logical reasoning should be the 

defining feature of intelligence 

 Symbolic reasoning based on logical approaches, 

performed by a search in a space of possible 

solutions (solutions as mathematical proofs) ...

 Chess match / theorem proving were the 

paradigms

 This was stated openly by Newell and Simon and 

eventually led to „expert systems‟‟...





BUILDING INTELLIGENT MACHINES

 That perspective was not applied just to chess 

and mathematical proofs...

 It was assumed that every task can be reduced to 

this: even navigation, robot-arm control, 

translation, retrieval ...

 Expert-systems needed explicit listing of all 

relevant facts and assumptions (followed by 

search in solution space), in order for the 

reasoning to be carried out ... 



BUILDING INTELLIGENT MACHINES

 It turned out that machines designed in this way need 
listing enormous amounts of background information.

 The only logical consequence was to start an effort to list 
all facts to that expert systems could become viable (cyc).

 This approach had decades of time to work, and it did not.

 It is all about asking the right question, using the right 
metaphor... The idea of replicating human logical reasoning 
in this way led the entire field on this path for decades...



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, AD 1973

 Debate at the Royal Institution, Sir James Lighthill



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, AD 2008

 Peter Norvig, Google Director of Research



A PARADIGM SHIFT

 Maybe life is not a chess match, and intelligence 

is not about proving theorems, after all 

(they could just have asked any biologist).

 Starting from the late 1980s many big problems 

were conquered, s soon as this approach was 

abandoned.

 What carried the day?



STATISTICAL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

 Gathering vast amounts of data

 Using the data as examples of the desired 

behaviour

 Creating learning algorithms that can reproduce 

the desired behaviour by discovering statistical 

relations

  recognize handwriting

  translate documents

  transcribe speech 

 Machine learning takes centre stage in AI



AN EXAMPLE: THE NOISY CHANNEL

TASK: reconstruct messages received through a noisy channel 

(an inverse problem).

The problem of the noisy channel is “ill posed” 

in the sense that it is underspecified, 

Just like inferring hidden causes from their effects...



AN EXAMPLE: VITERBI ALGORITHM

 Originally developed to reconstruct messages 

received through a noisy channel (an inverse 

problem).

 Under simple statistical assumptions, the 

algorithm efficiently finds the most likely 

message sent (optimisation + statistics).

 The problem of the noisy channel is “ill posed” in 

the sense that it is underspecified, unless 

statistical assumptions are made. 

 Just like inferring causes from their effects...



Belief Networks and PGMs

(junction tree)



IMPACT OF NOISY CHANNEL MODEL

 Humble Viterbi Algorithm more important that 

theorem proving by resolution,....

 Change in perspective: 

INTELLIGENCE: from search in a space, to 

solving an inverse problem

 The paradigm:

from the chess match to the noisy channel



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, 2010 AD

 A series of simple statistical hacks, together with 

optimisation technology, and vast amounts of 

data, delivered much of the intelligent behaviour

we use today

 DDAI = data-driven artificial intelligence



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, 2010 AD

 Optimisation and Statistics are the language

behind algorithms such as Viterbi‟s

 Similar ideas are also behind methods like

 Support Vector Machines (used today for handwriting 

recognition, text categorization, etc),

 Probabilistic Graphical Models…

 Association Mining (used for recommendation systems)

 Because of the centrality of Machine Learning in 

DDAI, these tools/concepts have become a central 

part of modern AI



NOTE: series of theoretical convrgences in 1990s

created a unified framework for SLT



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, 2008 AD

Peter Norvig, Google



MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, 2010 AD

 We have come a long way as a field  

 Simple DDAI methods 

(Statistics + Optimisation + Data) 

have delivered

 automatic spelling correction;

 handwriting recognition;

 face recognition;

 speech recognition

 machine translation

 Etc

 BUT…



BUT

 Will statistical AI be sufficient to take us “all the 

way”?

 At which point are DDAI tools no longer adequate?

 What do we miss if we cast all as statistical pattern 

analysis tasks, or statistical inverse problems ?

 Planning? Reasoning? Explaining? Dynamics? 

Control? Understanding?

 This depends on the criterion of success, as some 

things clearly cannot be done by statistical 

means



BUT

 Has this been a case of “success by redefinition”?

 No: the AI tasks that we have recently conquered 

were indeed on the wish list of early AI 

researchers

 But there are many other tasks that we have not 

conquered (e.g,  holding a full conversation with a 

human, or understanding complex meaning in 

text, ...)

 Has the emphasis simply shifted towards those 

tasks that we can handle with statistical AI?



A CHANGE IN METAPHOR

 The leading metaphor for intelligent task has 

drifted from “chess match” to “noisy channel”.

 This is not the first big cultural shift in the field.

 Let us keep things in perspective:

intelligence may not be all not about search is in 

a game tree, but it is also probably also not just 

about solving inverse problems.



SOME OTHER METAPHORS... 

We tend to use whatever technology we have at 

hand, to describe how the mind works...

 Mind as hydraulic system (greeks, romans)

 Mind as clockwork (enlightenment)

 Neurons and telegraph messages (Helmoltz)

 Telephone Switch Network (Hebb)

 Mind as a Computer (Newell and Simon)

 ...

 Mind as: echology (Bateson), society (Minsky), 

market, organisation.... 



INTELLIGENT AGENTS SEEN AS...

 Gamblers
(economics, theory of utility, ...)

 Problem solvers
(classical AI: decompose a complex task into smaller 
sub-tasks, to be solved or further decomposed...)

 Dynamical systems 

 Machines/ automata

 Animals 

 A bundle of reflexes, reactions, ...

Each different perspective comes with different 
emphasis on what is important to model, what 
cognitive tasks are more indicative of intelligence, etc



SOME MORE METAPHORS ... 

 Mind / Brain as a web?

 Few years ago on New Scientist: the mind / brain 

is a Bayesian inference machine (driven by free-

energy minimisation)?

 Let us keep in mind the difference between 

reality and our models, please.



SOME MORE METAPHORS

 As we succeed in using statistical AI methods, 

mostly based on “noisy channel” metaphor, let us 

resist the temptation to draw too strong 

conclusions

 The “chess match”, the “dynamical system”, the 

“gambling game” are all valid metaphors to 

describe some aspects of intelligent behaviour



COGNITIVE TASKS

 Planning / scheduling / problem solving

 Recognition of patterns

 Solving inverse / ill-posed problems

 Controlling actuators

 ...

 It seems that each task can be important for 

survival, and it is not obvious that they should all 

be corollaries of a single higher capability 

(general intelligence).



SWISS ARMY KNIFE

 One image that I like: mind as a 
Swiss Knife 
(made of separate modules, each 
meant for a task)

 Modules may include:

 Face detection

 Language understanding

 Motor control

 ...

 Modules  [definition-encapsulated, 
etc]



COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURES

 Whether biologically plausible or not, modularity 

is a great design principle for a cognitive agent.

 We have become extremely good at solving many 

of the key tasks, and a key question for 

researchers now is: 

HOW DO WE PUT THEM TOGETHER?

 Hopefully we will come up with a system-level 

understanding of cognitive behaviour, one that 

can help us analyse natural systems and design 

artificial ones.



CONCLUSIONS

 For the journalist: AI is not trying to overtake 
humans, yet it is changing the world every day...

 Statistical AI has delivered many of the recent 
successes in this field.

 There is probably more to intelligent behaviour 
than what we can achieve by leveraging data, but 
data-driven AI can still do a lot

 We need to focus more on integrating together 
the various pieces that we have created in the 
past few years, to achieve a more systemic 
understanding.


